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Returned Serve
Division LO1A, Round 8: This was our second game against Salisbury North with us
going down to them at home at our last meet.ra Vista B 9/132
The day started with both captains wanting to bowl first due to the weather. I won the toss
and did just that. They started slowly while Jarrad and Luke bowled tight. The first wicket
came in the 13th over from Jason Jackowaik with the wicket of their skipper for 21. Then
enter Sanjay Khatri who was at his best getting his first wicket which took the glove of the
batsman and went over the keeper but Jarrad at first slip saw it coming and ran back a took
a diving catch. Sanjay then procced to rip through their middle order while Jacko keep it tight
at the other end. We then had a rain delay and when we came back they looked like they
were just going to bat out until 345 which would only give us 34 overs at them. Brenton came
on and after his ball went for 4 he cleaned up the tail with the help from an absolute pearler
of a one handed catch at short mid-wicket to Jacko. That gave us 40 overs to chase down
100 runs.
The run chase started well with Marc and Ian getting off to a steady start of 15 from the first
4 overs before mother nature again tried to turn cricket into a winter sport and it started to
hail and bucket down. After a lengthy delay we resumed played however Ian got out straight
after the delay. Cuz fell soon after smashing one straight to a fielder who just managed to
hold on. Gopi and Luke started to build a partnership before Gopi was out going for one too
many leaving us 3 for 39. Enter Ashley Martin and the score went from 39 to 72 in the space
of 4 overs to steady the ship for us. We dropped a couple of guys going for one too many big
shots to win the game quickly, but we pushed on and cruised past their score 7 down with
20 mins left. Another good team effort in the difficult conditions to beat the top team on the
ladder.

A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 9
Salisbury North 9/100
J McLeod 2/19
L McLeod 2/22
B Starke 2/5
Defeated By
Para Vista A 7/101
A Martin 23
L McLeod 22*

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 9
Salisbury West 9/408

J Vines 3/73
T Claxton 2/80
Defeated
Para Vista B 9/150

J Vines 37
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Fun For All
Guest writer Josh Vines

In conditions resembling that infamous Pierce Brosnan and Helen Hunt
blockbuster ‘Twister’, the herders (it was a group effort by Timmsy and Vinesy)
lost the toss, and were forced onto the field to brave the winds.
Naturally, Vines opened with himself and made fill in no.1 (Matt) bowl into the
gale from the other end. Neither of them mastered the winds early, and the
scoring rate opened up at about 8 an over. After being pasted to all parts of the
postage stamp parading as a cricket oval, a change was made to stem the flow of
runs. Timmsy and Rusty (possibly not his nickname, but bad luck) managed to
contain the batsmen to a measly 6 an over for their full 8 overs each, giving us a
chance to keep the home side to under 500. Fill in no.2 (Tom) bowled his first ever
overs in outdoor cricket, and although he was expensive - going for a tick under 36
an over, he did manage to pick up a couple of wickets in a memorable
performance. Fill in no.3 (Nathaniel) also provided some entertainment with his 3
overs of spin going for 52 runs, though he actually bowled pretty well in the
circumstances. Fill in no.4 (Pete) chimed in with 1 for a gazillion off 3, and
somehow, we bowled them out before the 40 were up. Some good efforts in the
field were highlighted when old captain wonky himself leapt metres into the air to
take a miraculous catch at first slip, only to land on his back and take the next 2
weeks off work.

SPONSORS
Don’t forget to get behind
our sponsors and ensure
you sign up your details for
member discounts!

Rusty and De Cock (possibly not his nickname but bad luck) opened up and looked
solid before Rusty was bowled, and De Cock was run out by Nathaniel, which sort
of became the theme of the day. Vines was given out off a missed no-ball, and
stormed off the field like a 3 year old who’d been told “no more baby shark until
you’ve eaten your dinner”, before being recalled - only to get out in the exact
same manner just a few balls later. Nathaniel batted well, though his running
needs a bit of work, as Pete fell victim to his calling, or lack thereof. Matt, Tom and
Roger all applied themselves with the bat, but alas it was not enough, with the
brave Herders falling agonisingly short in the run chase. If a few little things went
our way, and the oval had been a little bigger, we could have easily kept them to
under 400, and been within 250 runs at the end of play.
A big thanks to all the new lads that played with little notice, even though
technically a forfeit probably would have been better for the ladder position.
Onwards and upwards.
P.S. Aaron Timm played but didn’t really contribute, hence not getting a mention.
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Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it throughbonus points for pictures!)

Don’t forget to send through any news!

Get by with a little help from my friends
When the B grade were looking at a forfeit last weekend due to low numbers, Aaron Timms
and Josh Vines put the call out to friends and family and raked in a couple….well ok 5…fill
in’s to side the team. A big welcome and thank you to Nathaniel Krueger, Peter Osborn,
Matt Hosking and Thomas Claxton for coming out for the day. Also to returned player Steve
Vines for coming out of retirement for the day. And thank you to Aaron and Josh for doing
the leg work at such short notice. Regardless of the result, hope you enjoyed the day on the
field. Thanks again and feel free to pop back if you enjoyed yourselves enough!

EVENTS
Jan 12- Bingo Night
Feb 23- Quiz Night

End of Season
Fishing Trip
Destination and Date
TBC
Keep an eye on
FaceBook

Don’t forget to get behind
those behind the club!
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New 40th Season Caps
$30

Club Shorts
$35

Dad jokes of the Week
Q. Why can’t anyone drink wine in Australia at the moment
A. Because they don’t have any openers
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